Getting
Business Ready

Anticipating the
change and making
the necessary
preparations to be
ready will be the key
to success.
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The North American utilities industry has undergone
significant change over the last decade. And there are still
many changes expected in the future.
With aging infrastructure and assets, utilities are facing
major challenges and are seeking new ways to achieve
efficiencies and value from their distribution businesses.
Customer are also expecting utilities to keep up to date with
the changing technologies in the marketplace, and the bar
for customer service has risen. In addition, acquisitions and
consolidations are likely to continue across the industry.
Market and technological shifts are going to present utilities
with new challenges, but they will also deliver exciting
opportunities to generate value—for utilities, their owners
and the communities they serve.
In this dynamic environment, it’s no longer good enough to
react. Anticipating the change and making the necessary
preparations to be ready will be the key to success.
Utilities must get their business and their operations ready, in
order minimize financial and regulatory risk, increase employee
effectiveness, minimize customer impacts, increase service
quality levels and avoid higher operational costs.
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We’re passionate
about the industry
and excited about
its future.
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We Are Kaihen

Kaihen brings change to life.
We work exclusively in the electric, gas and water utilities industry.
We’re passionate about the industry and excited about its future—
a future we’re helping to shape together with our clients.
Kaihen Provides Services in Three Areas:

Smart Grid Strategy and Implementation

We understand the critical success factors for achieving the Smart Grid,
as well as the impact it has on an organization’s people, systems and
processes.
Our Smart Grid model focuses on three components: smart generation, smart
distribution and smart consumption. It addresses the challenge from concept
to completion, enabling us to help utilities realize all of the Smart Grid’s
benefits.

Customer Operations & System Assessment,
Procurement and Implementation

A robust system is the cornerstone of a utility’s relationship with its clients,
delivering an accurate view into essential customer data—including
metering and billing, credit, payment, and collections.
Our consultants help utilities assess the performance of their system (e.g.
CIS) platform today, and the path that must be taken to ensure improvement.
If the decision is made to implement a new system, we deliver a full life cycle
approach, helping develop requirements, identify the optimal technology
platform, and then implement it successfully. We address every issue along
the way: processes, technology, people, organization and culture.

Acquisition and Consolidation

In power markets across North America, there is increased pressure to
consolidate utilities into larger, regional organizations in order to deliver new
efficiencies that benefit the market and customers alike.
We work with utilities and newly consolidated organizations to assess the
impact that mergers and acquisitions have on their business, their organization
and their systems. We then help with the transition and integration of systems,
people and processes.
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We deliver a full
life cycle approach,
helping develop
requirements,
identify the optimal
technology platform,
and then implement
it successfully.
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Kaihen’s Business Readiness Aproach

Kaihen applies its unique business readiness approach to the three service
offering areas. Whether a utility is implementing a new Customer Information
System, a Smart Grid strategy or integrating a new acquisition, Kaihen’s
business readiness approach will achieve the successful transformation of
our client’s people, processes and systems. This approach is designed to
minimize operational costs, improve customer service, mitigate regulatory and
financial risk, ensure successful technology implementations, and optimize
employee effectiveness.
Kaihen’s business readiness services span a wide range of advisory offerings through
implementation.

Advisory Services

Implementation Services

Project Advisory

Business Process Design

Selection & Procurement

Business Requirements

Assessment

Solution Testing

Strategy

Project Management

Benchmarking

User Training
Change Management
Cutover/Operations Readiness
Project Management

Kaihen Bridges the Gap Between Technology and Business
Kaihen’s approach bridges the gap between technology and business to deliver a solution
that works and is sustainable.

Project Manager

Technology

Systems Integrator
IT Department
Software Vendor
Hardware Vendor

Business

Business Process Design
Testing (System, Processes)
Training (People, Processes, Systems)
Organizational Change Management
Cutover, Transition
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A powerful
combination of
specialized skills
and industry
experience.
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Why Kaihen?

We deliver a powerful combination of specialized skills and industry
experience that matches that of more costly full-service system integrators.

A commitment to the energy sector

We have a passion for the energy industry that permeates every one of our
engagements. Our consultants have worked with some of North America’s
leading electricity and gas utilities and retailers.

A focus on utility operations

Kaihen delivers expertise to utility clients’ operational processes in the
areas of metering, call centre, billing, remittance, credit, collections, retailer
management, financials and service orders.

A commitment to delivering exceptional value

Our consultants average more than 10 years of relevant experience,
bringing skilled resources to enhance client teams. Our lean business
model enables us to deliver cost-effective, high quality consulting services
on every engagement. Our rates are competitive, and our commitment to
client success is paramount.

A reputation for reliability

We are committed to delivering every project on time and within budget.
Our clients frequently extend their relationship with us based upon the
return on investment we’ve delivered.

Vendor agnostic

We do not resell vendor solutions. The recommendations we make are
based entirely on our assessment of what will deliver the best results to our
client’s organization.

Bringing the best

Kaihen’s methodologies are customized to each client. Every engagement is
based on a best practice approach, complemented by lessons learned and
the latest insight into market dynamics.
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Our core
competency
is business
readiness.
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About Kaihen

Kaihen helps electric, gas and water utilities prepare for the kinds of
fundamental business changes that improve operations and customer
service.
Our name is a word meaning change, or innovation, or transformation.
It embodies everything we do for our clients.
Our core competency is business readiness—ensuring that our clients’
people, processes and systems are well-prepared to adopt the change
we help to implement. And we do so by managing projects, designing
and improving business processes, training users, solution testing, and
implementing powerful change management initiatives.
Kaihen’s offerings revolve around three key areas of our clients’ businesses:
Smart Grid Strategy & Implementation; Customer Operations & Systems;
and Acquisition & Consolidation.

Contacts:

Jonathan Minsky,
Managing Director
+1-416-785-1748
jminsky@kaihen.ca

Pat Leahey,
Director of Business Development
+1-416-710-4551
pleahey@kaihen.ca

Ralph Gardiner,
Director
+1-416-565-8649
rgardiner@kaihen.ca
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www.kaihen.ca

